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There’s never been a better time to be a GTA real estate investor with plans to be a landlord.
New figures just released for March 2019 from Greater Toronto Area Realtors® report condo
rental transactions increased by 7.7% vs. the first quarter of 2008. The increases were in
bachelor, one-bedroom and two-bedroom condos so the demand for rentals is widespread.
Experienced landlords and realtors agree that choosing the right tenant can directly affect
the success or failure of your investment. You want to be sure that you will be paid on time
and that your property will be well treated so there are not too many repairs when renters
move out. You want trustworthy renters and if they can change light bulbs and do small
repairs, that’s a bonus.
Is there a way to determine who will make the best tenants for maximum income with
minimum hassle? Sadly, the short answer is “No”. Tenants are people and every person
is unique. However, there are a few different techniques used by seasoned landlords and
realtors to select their ‘best bet’ rental candidate. Nothing is certain, but here are a few
considerations. Keep in mind that there is a law against discrimination of any kind.

COUPLES
that couples, without children and where both

STUDENTS, YOUNG SINGLE
WORKING PROFESSIONALS,
FAMILIES

are employed, tend to be more stable and

Depends. Many professionals are too busy

therefore make better tenants. Their needs tend

to complain or entertain, or be young

to be common and they share their income and

enough to want to enjoy their new income

therefore are more capable of paying their bills.

with parties. Families can be very stable,

There is a belief among long time landlords

tidy and responsible, or struggle to keep up

SINGLES

with the needs of their growing youngsters.

Singles with a long history of stable employment

Even students can surprise you and be model

and successful renting behind them are a close

tenants. People aren’t always what they appear.

second to mature couples. Another model tenant
can be a single pensioner, where income is as

PETS

stable as their lifestyle.

Many landlords would rather not rent to
someone with pets due to the difficulty

Two singles sharing tend to have individual needs

of wear caused by claws, pet hair and

and issues. Their social lives can be highly active

incontinence.

with regular parties and late night visitors. They
also operate independently in major decisions

INTENDED LENGTH OF STAY

such as moving in or out at different times

Without prying, ask prospective tenants about

with one being forced to cover rent for two or

their future plans including how long they

suddenly looking for a new roommate.

plan to stay in your unit. Many landlords find
peace-of-mind in having long-term tenants.
As you can see, there is no simple way to
guarantee who will make the best tenant.
Trust your instinct, but make sure you
ask for documentation such as personal
recommendations, bank history, credit
rating, proof of employment history, and do
a criminal background check. Prosperous
renting!
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